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Slaying Called IIRubout''
MANILA, Philippines (UPI) President Ferdinand Marcos
charged Monday that the murder of
his political rival Benigno Aquino
was a "communist ruboutjob," but
opposition forces said Marcos has
many questions to answer about the
slaying.
Thousands of weeping Filipinos
at the Aquino residence filed past the
open casket of the former senator,
assassinated Sunday minutes after
he returned home in defiance of
Marcos from three years of selfexile in the United States·.
A stitched bullet exit hole was
visible on Aquino's chin, his face
was swollen and both eyelids were
blackened. Blood remained on his
clothing. "I want the world to see
what they. have done to mY son,''
Mrs. Aurora Aquino said as she
stroked her slain son's head.
Aquino's funeral was scheduled
for Sunday. In Boston, Aquino's
widow, Corazon, and his five children prepared to return to the Philippines Tuesday.
An opposition leader warned that
Aquino's assassination put in question the Philippine government's
ability to protect President Reagan
during his visit to Manila in
November.
Marcos , at a nationally televised
.
news conference, said Aqumo was

shot once in the head with a ,357
Magnum by a professional killer. He
said the gunman, killed by soldiers
after he shot Aquino, was stiii unidentified.
Marcos denied government involvement in Aquino's death and
blamed communists who are involved in a guerrilla war against his
government.
Police reported four bomb threats
in Manila and the city was without
elt!ctricity for at least four hours because of what officials said was a
short circuit in a major transmission
line.
Laurel questioned the ''mysterious circumstances in which the
assassin was able to enter the restricted area, approach the plane and
commit his trea~herous act.''
In Tokyo, a Japanese freelance
journalist who was on the flight from
Taipei with Aquino reiterated his
claim thafsoldiers shot Aquino, the
Kyodo news service reported.
Aquino, the chief political rival of
Marcos and a symbol of opposition
to his 18-year-rule, was jailed when
Marcos declared martial law in
1972. He was conditionally released
in 1980 to go to the United States for
heart surgery.

Alicia's Effects Still Felt
HOUSTON (UPI) - Officials
Houston Mayor Kathy WhitMonday said "a week or two" of .mire's office said downtown has
work is required before life along the been fully opened, but power outTexas Gulf Coast - specifically ages in residential sections of the
the lucrative Galveston toprist in- city made life difficult .because of
dustry- will return to nonnal fol- heat and humidity.
Five Red Cross disaster centers
lowing Hunicane Alicia.
Houston Lighting & Power Co. -were opened Monda~ to prov!de
officials said 150,000 to 200,000 re- food, shelter and me~~cal ~ttentton
sidents still were without electricity, to about. 1~,000 famthes dtsplaced
and portions of Galveston's West by the bdhon-doll~ stonn.
Galveston pohce Capt. Leon
Beach may be without service until
after the normally profitable .Labor Lewi~ s~id Na~n~,Gu~smen will
Day weekend.
rem~n 1~ the city ';'Rtll we survey
Operations along the 50-mileloDg the Situation aad dectde they are n01
Houston Slt.ip Channel rem;tined n~.': .
. .
suspende~ because channelLooting ~s at .a maa1mum .bemarking bu~s and .lights wei\': lost, cause of the nsk With all the pollee,
irtthe storm ac:tO(,ding to the Coast suanfsmelt and Department of PubGuard.
'
' !!c Safety ?ffic:ers,': Lewis said.
"The cllannel isopened'only to a :We haven t ha_d !OO many burglarlimited extent during the day,'' said 1es ,and .even acc~dents are· down.
CoastGuarct·spokesman.Matt Wal- We ve had less come Rponeddurter. "Thelargervesselsarenotcom- ing thi~ ti~ than normal." ..
ing in and it is up to the pilots
Le'!1s saad a roadblock Kreenmg
whethertoallowthesmallervessels. motorists on the Interstate 45 causeWe are trying to rebuild and remark Waf ~nto Galvest~n Island· will rethe thannel."
mam mtact, as ":Ill an 8 P·~·. to .6
Alicia, the first hurricane to hit a.m. turfew, until full electricity IS
the U.S. mainland in two years, restored.
,
came ashore on the west end of GalTelephone service had been resveston Island, and virtually leveled tored to all but 50,000 residents in
it. The city's historic section and the multi-county stonn area, said
resort interests on the east end were Southwestern Bell spokesmah Ken
spared the heaviest damage..
Brasel. At the peak of the stonn,
"It will be a week or two befo1-e .more than 300,000 people were
our welcome mat goes out again," without phones.
said Jeri Gongora of the Galveston
city manager's office.

Signup Held
Albuquerque. and Bernalillo
County residents wishing to vote
in the Oct. 4 municipal elections
must register by 5 p.m. today,
Registration takes only a few minutes, and can be done at the city
clerk's office at Fifth Street and
Marquette .Avenue N. W., the
county clerk's office at 505 Central Ave. N.W. and at both the
county and state headquarters of
the Democratic and Republican
parties.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
POLICE AND PARKING SERVICES
VEHICLE ALERT - WARNING
YOUR VEHICLE IS ILLEGALLY
PARKED - OBSERVE:
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THE STREETS AND PARKING LOTS
AT UNM REQUIRE USERS TO PAY
TO PARK. IF YOU ARE NOT
PARKED AT A METER, A UNM
PARKING PERMIT IS REQUIRED.
I.F YOU IIA 1/E ANY QUESTIONS 1
PLEASE CONTACT POLICE AND
PARKING SERVICES A.T 1821
ROMA NE, (AT THE CORNER OF
ROMA AND YALE) OR TELEPHONE
277M3729 FOR INFORMATION.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR
COOPERATION.
Michael A. Gallegos

Officer D. Lowe of the UNM Police and Parking Services places a warning ticket on an
illegally parked automobile monday. Warnings, instead of tickets, such as the one
above were put on car windshields. Many people will be surprised in the near future
when they find they have to pay a fine for not placing their automobile in a correct
parking spot.

Commission Refuses Ma Bell Request
For $31.9 Million Interim Rate Hike
SANTA FE (UPI) - By a vote
of 3-0, the State Corporation Commission Monday rej~ted Mountain
Bell's request for a $31.9 million
interim rate increase.
The vote came on a motion by
Commission Chairman Eric Serna
who said the finn had not shown 8ftY
property was confiscated and no
irreparable damage woulitbe caused
if it dicl not n:ceive a speedy rate

·increase.

terim rate hike hearing as a res111t of a
July 22 meeting with Thomas
Ledingham, general counsel to New
Mexico Mmmtain Bell.

Monday.
But the attorney general said the
sec should •'formulate written
policies and procedures that will
guide it while perfonning its constiBardacke said he was told at that tutionally mandated functions.''
meeting the only reason the phone
company filed its interim rate in- - Bardacke recommended that the
crease proposal was in response. to a commission publish a revised code
ofconduct to guide its contacts with
request from the commission.
representatives of companies and in. Bardac:ke said he was told by tervenors appearing or likely to
Ledingham that the commission · appear before the commission.
''wanted to enhance its public image
by denying the phone company's reAs the commission opened its
quest for higher rates. u
hearing, he rold Serna he had discusDuring the course of the two week sed· such a code of conduct with
investigation, Bardacke said the Mountain Bell officials, who had
attorney general's office inter- welcomed the proposal.
viewed 26 witnesses, II of them
Mountain Bell still has before the
under oath.
commission an .$86 million rate inHe said investigators ·from his- crease request still to be decided.
office tried to interview Ledingham
on Aug. 6, but Ledingharn invoked ~ ..,.._ _ _ _...,...,_ _ _III!!P!!I.
the attorney-client privilege.

As tl!e meeting opened, Attorney
Geaeral Paul Bardac:ke cleared"State
Corporation Commissioneri Eric
Serna and John Elliott of any collusion involving MountaiB Bell's re•
quest for an interim rate increase.
Bardacke opened the meeting
with the results of a two week investigation into allegations that two
conunissioners had asked Mountain
Bell to file the request just so it could
be turned down.
"No explicit agreement existed
between Mountain Bell and the two
commissioners," Bardacke said.
As a result of the investigation,
The attorney general had re- Batdacke said he determined that the
quested a two week delay in the in- rate increase hearing should resume _

State La\Nmaker Declares Candidacy
For First Congressional District Seat

ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) - State
Asbury has served two terms in
lawmaker Charles ''Ted' 1 Asbury of the state Legislature, representing
Albuquerque has announced his Albuquerque's District 26.
candidacy for New Mexico's First
Under Federal Election CommisCongressional District seat.
sion rules, he must file a statement of
his candidacy with the clerk of the
Asbury, a dvil engineer in private U.S. House of kepresentatives and
. practice, announced Monday he will the New Mexico Secretary of State's
seek the Democratic nomination for Office when he passes $5,000 dolthe First Congressional District, a lars in contributions and•or expendichair occupied since 1968 by Re- tures.
Asbury says he will begin soon
publicart Manuel Lujan 1 Jr. of-Albuorganizing an aggressive, properly
querque.

-.

..•.

-

...

financed campaign aimed at putting
him in Congress.
Until now, Asbury said he has
been regulated by an exploratory
committee designed to ''test the waters" for his candidacy.
''The members of our exploratory
committee have assured me that sub·
stantial support exists in the First
Congressional District to wan-ant
my establishing my candidacy for
this congressional seat," Asbury
said.
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Wire Re·port

Purpose of Public Interest Research Group Defined

United Press International

By Steve Shoup

Smith Sentenced to Life
for First-Degree Murder
DEMING, N.M.- Convicted
murderer Bernie Smith was sent·
enced to life in prison Monday for
the January 1982 slaying ·Of his
wife's ex-hl!sband,
Smith was convicted in Lordsburg earlier .this summer of first:
degree murder of Ralph Pierro of
Deming, the former. husband of
Smith's wife, Wanda.·
District Judge Ray Hughes of Deming also sentenced Smith to two
18-month prison terms Monday for
tampering with evidence and conspiracy to commit tampering witn
evidence in the Pierro case.
Smith's wife was .convicted in Silver City in April ofinvoluntary manslaughter in the death of her former
husband.

She has appealed her conviction,
however, and remains free.
Smith, 27, will be eligible for
parole after serving 20 years of his
sentence. His attorney, Asa Kelly of
Silver City, said he will appe~! his
client's conviction.
Hughes also denied two defense
motions Monday for a new trial. The
motions were based on allegations
that the district attorney's office had
failed to disclose information related
to Ralph Pierro's pickup truck,
which was found in Juarez, Mexico,
and on claims that prosecutor Phillip
Steere of Silver City and District
Attorney's investigator Richard
Saucedo had coached the testimony
of state witness Danny Watkins.

The purpose of the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group is to
get students involved in
"citizenship issues," says
NMPIRG staff member Keith
Moheban.
NMPIRG is a non-profit, nonpartisan organization consisting of
two paid part-time staff members, a
nine-member, student-elected board
of directors and about 75 active
volunteers, NMPIRG is currently
funded by grants from the Associated Students of New Mexico and
the Graduate Student Association.
NMPIRG has published a number ·
of guides over the years for student
use. The Renter's Guide, for example, is a booklet on tenant rights and
obligations first published in 1976
and revised in 1979.
NMPIRG also offers a Landlord-

Cranston Praises Latin Peace Efforts
day fact-finding tour, they met
with Venezuelan President Luis
Herrera Campins, Colombian
President Belisario Betancur and
Panamanian President Ricardo
de Ia Espriella.
Cranston, a member of the
Senate Foreign Affairs Committee, said he saw "a universal desire for .. , peace and democracy" in the countries he had visited,
Cranston 'praised the Conladora efforts to achieve a negotiated settlement to the crisis as
''the only alternative to rising
displays of military force."
' 'I intend to be the number one
advocate of the Contadora Group
on my return to Congress,''
Cranston said.
But he said a peaceful solution

MEXICO CITY- Sen. Alan
Cranston endorsed the peace
efforts of four Latin American
nations Monday but said that a
solution to the Central America
crisis hinges on an understanding
between the United States and
Cuba,
Cranston and Rep, Esteban
Torres, both D-Calif., wound up
their tour of four Latin nations
that form the Contadora peace
group, and they were scheduled
to return to the United States
Monday afternoon,
In Mexico, Cranston- one of
six declared candidates for the
Democratic presidential nomination- and Torres met with Foreign Minister Bernardo Sepulveda,
On the earlier part of their six-

will "ultimately require an
understanding involving the United States and Cuba."
"Before. (President) Reagan
sent the U.S. fleet to the Caribbean, both Cuba and Nicaragua
had indicated a desire to negotiate outstanding differences," the
senator said,
He described his meeting with
Sepulveda as "very fine" and
said the Foreign Minister was
"receptive" to his invitation to
address Congress when he visits
the United S~tes for the forthcoming United Nations General
Assembly. Cranston said he
came to meet the Contadora
group as a senator and not a presidential candidate and he vowed
to support its peace initiatives in
Congress.

\

Tenant Hotline which receives some
500 calls a month, according to

KEITH MOHEBAN

Maureen Bickey, NMPIRG board
chairman.
Sixty to 75 percent of calls to the
Hotline deal with deposits, repairs
and evictions, one volunteer says.
The Hotline number is 277-2757.
Other publications, published last
spring, include a survey of area
bicycle shop and a Metro Court
Guide.
One problem with the bicycle
guide, Moheban says, is that many
of the businesses surveyed closed,
moved or changed management after the survey was released.
Moheban says a Guide to Women
in the Workforce should be released
in. September.
The Guide, currently in the editing stages, will deal with sexual discrimination and harrassment on the
job, as well as affirmative action and
referral agencies for women, Moheban says.

A banking guide was released ear·
lier this month, Moheban says the
guide docs not rate local banks, it
just provides information on various
services offered so a potential customer can make an informed decision. A survey of area grocery stores
is planned, set for release this
semester,
NMPIRG has also been active in
community affairs, Mohcban says,
Their most recent project was the
Jobs With Peace program. acoaliton
of approximately a dozen. religious,
professional and labor organizations
attempting to pressure the federal
government to divert military funding into domestic programs.
Moheban says NMPIRG is
.accountable to and involved with
students .. Part of that accountability
is the optional $2 fee earmarked for
NMP!RG added on to the $14 student activity fee. Although that fee

is paid in advance, Moheban says
students who don't want to contibute
to NMPIRG will be able to get a full
refund,
Refunds on the $2 will be available in fall of 1984, Moheban says,
probably at a special table set 11p on
the mall north of the Student Union
Building.
A referendum on the $2 fee was
passed by a 1,364-648 vote by
undergradute students March 30.
The referendum now requires
approval by the Board of Regents.
who are expected to discuss it later
this fall, Moheban says.
"We want to get a funding system
that will allow students a choice on
whether they want PIRG," Mol)eban says.
· Moheban also says he hoped to
get more student input by a ''project
solicitation" meeting planned for
September.

Daily
266-0550
6:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

2400 Central SE
Across from
Johnson Gym

EPA Director Reverses Banning Policy
WASHINGTON -Two consumer
groups said Monday an Environmental Protection Agency decision
banning a cancer-causing pesticide
showing up in eggs and chicken
meat indicates a maJor policy reversal at the agency.
But the agency's director of pesticide programs, Edwin Johnson, who
banned the pesticide late Friday,
said he makes every decision on a
case-by-case basis. He declined to
speculate on whether he would have
made the same decision under former EPA director Ann Burford.

Mrs. Burford was forced to resign
earlier this year in a scandal over lax
enforcement of environmental Jaws
and was replaced by William Ruckelshaus.
The new ban will end the presence
of a cancer-causing substance,
melamine, in eggs and chicken meat
produced in 25 states.
Ciba-Geigy, manufacturer of the
pesticide Larvadex, readily acknowledges that when the pesticide is fed
to chickens - as a way to control
flies breeding in their droppingssmall amounts of the by - product
melamine show up in chicken meat
and eggs.
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STUDENT INSURANCE
at
REPRESENTATIVE UNMAvailable
Student Health

A Ciba-Geigy spokesman said
melamine was safe in small quantitiles, but the EPA was lc~ certain.
EPA officials pointed to a new
study by the National Toxicology
Program of the Publk Bealth Service. The studY shows melamine
causes cancer hi male rats.

''This is a major change in the
data base," said Johnson, in explaining his decision to cancel
emergency usc of the pesticide. He
said Larvadcx b "just an unnecessary source of a carcinogen."
An aide to Rep. George Brown.
0-Calif.. chaim1an of the Agriculture department operations, research
and foreign agriculture subcommittee said there may be an additional
reason for the change of heart.
"Johnson's new caution may be a
function of who his new boss will
be," said the aide. Johnson will
soon report to John Moore, formerly
deputy director of the National Tax•
icology Program, which did the
study at issue. Moore is to become
the assistant administrator for pesticides and toxic substances.

.::;lf:."'~J ~~,
:?. ~' ~·l:J\
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Ellen Haas, executive director of
Public Voice for Food and Health
Policy in Washington, wa:s delighted with the decision.

<)

At the EPA, Johnson e:»presscd
surprise at the reaction,
"I've thought we made responsible decisions all the way along,'' he
said in a telephone interview. "J
don't know if the decision would
have been made under the previous
administration. They're speculating
it would have been made differently.''
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Daily duting regular
office hours at

Keystone Life Office
2625 Pehnsylvania N.E. suite 300
Alb. N.M., 87110
884·6827

ENROLL NOW!
Patricia MaHhews
KEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

· NOTE: Regular plan only can be purcllased at
Cashier's Office Scholes Hall unlit September 9,
1983.
Bette/ Benefit Plan and Dependant Coverage
must be purchased through reptesenlatlve

ole
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Bacon, HQm, Sausage or Beef Pattie .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. $.85
· Salcid-. with choice of Dressing ••••••••••• -• ••••••••••••••••• ,. • 70·
Extra Blue Ch~e ••••••••••••••••••••••••, •••• -· • .• • • • • • • • • .• • 15
Tomatoes (3 -slices) •••••••••• -. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15
American or Cheddar Cheese •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••_• • • • 20
Green ChHI or Chill con Came (1 oz.) ........................ 20

No•. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand Island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pickle • • •
No. 4 FIESJA BURGER chili con carne or green chill, cheddar cheese, onion 6 lettuce • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce. onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • •
No, 6 <;OPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, 6 onion'. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. • . .. • • • . .. • • • .. • • • •

SANDWICHES

GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce 6 tomato ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••
HAM. LmucE 6 TOMATO on whole wheat ·with salad dressing , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BACON, LEilUCE & TOMA.TO $Oifttt as· above •••• :• • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • •
EGG, LEY'TUCE 6 TOMATO .same c:as abov-e ••• , ......... -. •••••• -· •. -. ·- ••• -• •••••••••••••••• -. • -. • • • • .• • • • •

Johnson signed an official notice
in June saying the EPA would follow Food and Drug Administration
guidelines that permit cancercausing substances to be added to
food, so long as they arc t11ere im·
purities in a pesticide rather than its
major constituent.

2112 Central (Acr.oss from UNM)
Open 9 to 9 Every day

'/

.HAMDUI\GERS
No. 1 HAMDURGEP. salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $1.35

"It is widely felt on Capitol Hill
that Dr. Moore will take a more prudent step toward regulating environmental sources of cancer,'' the aide
said.

Plus our excellent inventory of
paperbacks magazines & out-of-state news..
papers.

~-

SIDE ORDERS

The aide ttl Rep. Brown said the
EPA may now change its posture on
other pesticides awaiting approval.

Computer Books
Schaum's course outlines
Test Guides
Cliff/Monarch notes
1984 Calendars

the Homemade Sweetroll

(Served With whole wheat toast, margarine 6 jelly)
\'" / No. 11WO EGGS, bQcon, hom or sausQge, hash browns &·:toast ................................ . $2.65
No. 2 ONE EGG, bQC:On, hQm or sausQge, hash browns 6 toast • , .................... , .......... . $2.15
No. G'IWO EGGS, hash browns 6 toast· • _
............................................................ . $1.80
· No~ 4 ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast •.••. _•••••••••••••.••••••..•••.••••••••••••••••••• , ••..••• $1.30
No. 5 PANCA.KES (4) •••••••• , ••••••••• , ......................................................... . $1.45
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, com tortiiiQ 6 toast ••••••••••••••••••••• : •••• $2.15
No. 7 WESTERN ·OMLEnE, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••.•••• ~ ••• _
••••••••• $2.99
three eggs, green chUi 6 cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns 6 toast
,,.. Cup of CoW.. or Hot r.o With Any of JJJ• AIH>v• ll~Wt~lrfosts
/

French Fries .. •. • • .. .. .. .. $.55 One Egg ............. • • $.50
Hash Drowns ••• _. • • • • • • • • • .• 65 Pancake •••••••••• -. • • • • • • • 40
Westem Style • • • • • •. • • • • • • • 99 Toast 6 Jelly ••••••_• • • • • • • • 45
Onion Rings • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 75 Jelly' ••••••••••• 4i • • • • • • • • • • 05
Deans ••••••••
35 Crackers •• -. -• •••••••••••••• ·05
P.anchero Sauce (8 oz.) .......................·.............. 50

$1.50
$2.29
$1.55
$1.30
$1.30
$.90
1.45
1.45
1.10

MEXICAN FOOD

No. 7 TACO meat,. chHse, ·~ettuce 6 tomato· ••••••••• •-· •••••••.•••••.••••••••.••
$.80
No. ·I CHALUPA tt.ans, cheeie, lettuce 6 tomato •••• ~ •• ~ ••••••• :. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • 70
No. 9 ENCHILADAS HIV'ecl with llttuc'e 6 tomato •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• , ••••••••••• , • • • • • • • 2.29
BEEF With Chill Con CorM, cheddar chHM 6 onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar ·chMse 6 onion
VEGETARIAN Wlfh GREEN· CHlLI, CMddar ·cheeie· 6 oniOn
.MEXIcAN COMBO end'llloda-, taco &' btans • ·- •••• ~ •••..••• -••.• -.• ." .••.•.••.••.. -. •.•.•.....••• -. . • . . • • . • • _2.19
GUEN CHlLI STEW smal (& oi.) mecl. (8 oz.) lg. (f 2 oz.) •.••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• 59 .&9 1.39
lt • • • •

NEWS LAND
BOOKSTORE
,9

an~

.BREAKFAST

'-:::~')

'--...._

Center
Beginning August 22, through
September 12, 1983
1-3:30 pm M-W-F

Home of the latest in Broiled Food

\-;~ .,.r.G;,fr~ \8)'9

"That's such a reverse from the
pattern that the EPA has had where
they've increased the emergency exemptions threefold in the past twoand-a-half years," she said. "This is
the attitude that should be taken, that
this is an unnecessary exposure.''
Her views were echoed by other
pure food advocates, among them
Bruce Silverglade, counsel for Center for Science in the Public Interest,
who said he hoped the agency would
be more stringent in following a law
banning any cancer-causing food
additive.
~ '
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6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground ..Ound, Texas tOCisf,. French ·~ or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • $2.89
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smOke sauce, cheesct, 1000 Island, onion, French fries 6 salad ••••• 2.39
5 oz. IUB EYE STEAK - USDA Choke Texas Toast, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.2~
CHEF SALAD with choice. of drtsslng, lettuce; tomato, cheddar cheese, ham 6 egg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.69
VEGETARIAN SALAD ktttUC•, tomato, chedd!=!r cheestt, 6 ~g • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

. . . .•

DNN~l~dH~

COFFEE ~ ......... , • ; .......... ; ••••••••• , , , • • • • .29 .35.·.
TEA·····-····-~·-································ .29 •"5..
SPICED or HERBAL TEA ~ •·• li • . • • • .- • • • • • ,.; • • • • • • • • • • • • ..35 .40
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDEI\ ••• , •••••••••••••• 40 .50
MILK •••••• , ••••.•• , ••••••••••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45

,'HOT

"

.45 · SOFr DRINKS coke, dr. pepper 6 1 up • • • • • • • • • • • • .40 .55 .65
.45 ·ICE. TEA •.••••••••••••••••••••- •.••• -·· ••••• ·• • • • • • • • ..35 .50 .60

.45 LEMONADE •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·• •• , ••• ·• • • • •"! 5
.65 JUICE orange, apple, tomato 6 grapefruit • • • • • • • • • .50 .65 .95
.80 SHAKES chocolate, strawberry 6 vanilla • • • • • • • • • • • .55
1.05
FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE • , ••••••• , , • • • • • • .65 .95 1.45
rr::....,.,..;
,1-,. __~ 1·. -o··~·~::::_,··
,_.·I~ / . !.~.·\;.;~
- I ,~J t:;~~~: ·c·:::.··
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Men Use Spoon, Razor in Jail Escape

Forum
--Editorial--

BLOOM COUNTY

.....-------,
ANO

Hc.Re'51Hf:
MI"K.

Faculty Needs Pay Raise
President Reagan may not believe money .is the solution to our
nation's educationa.l woes, but University administrators had better
take a stark look at the consequences of laissez-fa ire where faculty
and .staff pay is concerned.
Unlike, say, for the proverbial artist, tight purses provide little
inspiration for teachers, and an uninspired teacher is hardly worth
one's attention.
A university is nothing if not the transfer from teache~ to student of
an enthusiasm for new ideas, and if there is any money In the coffers,
the University's faculty should be first to benefit from it. The adminis·
tration can renovate all the Hodgin Hails and pave all the new parking
spaces it wants, but they may b.e ~!rangely de:--oi~ of occupa.nts, who
will have gone to bask in the bnlliance of Jum1nanes well paid to cast
their light on closeted intellects.

CARRIZOZO (UP!) - Lincoln
County ~uthorities Monday searched for twa men held on escape
charges who used a homema\le knife
to force a jailer to allow them to
break out of the downtown lockup.
1Hi5 15

"MIU< Of

\

MA0Ni;.~IAc

·'<

"The jailer had taken (Miller) aut
to let him make a phone call," Cox
said. ''Then they took him back to
his cell. McGraw distracted the jailer's attention for a second, saying
there was trash in his cell or samething.
"Then he put a razor blade up to
(the jailer's) throat and said, 'OK,

by Don Bruckner

MOOSE
-------~

OH, Of COVRSc MORTIM<R
D£A~. '!'OV DQN'r WAt!T
M~

--Letters--

TO 6MIJAf{ASS Y.OU If'/

FRONT Of rovR
FRI~N05.
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Communists No Problem
In Central America Fight

N~W

t

I

SIGH.

I GIV6

l

VP.
D

This is pure and simple deception. The Communists are not re·
sponsible for the revolutionary turmoil in Central America. Rather,
decades of injustice, inequality and government terrorism explain
why the peoples of Central America are taking up arms. Advisers in
Nicaragua are not the problem; they are just a pretext Reagan uses to
justify the U.S, government's shameful role in the. region.
Removing advisers from Nicaragua will change nothing, Reagan's
foolhardy assaults on Central America, far from achieving the quick
results your UPI reports indicated, are just fanning the flames of
revolution in the region. Gunboat diplomacy will not "soften" Central
Ameica at all, but only make them fight more resolutely. Since oppos·
ing U.S. military invasions is a historical tradition in this part of the
world, it looks like we are in for anothe Vietnam.
Allow me to remind the Lobothatthis university takes great pride in
its Latin American Studies. Eveybody on this campus sees right
through the official rhetoric. We really don't need the ca.mpus newspaper to give us the same arguments we are fed every mght on TV. If
you have to rely exclusively on UPI reports, please try to exercise
some judgment and read between the lines.

Racist Creed
Saddens Reader

N(W M l X I C O - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Mexico. I am only sorry that he
chooses to spew his racist
venom from afar and that the
Daily Lobo chooses to print it.

Editor:

New Mexico
Native Proud

Reeve Love
Editor.:

Re: Racism in general, and
David Ross in particular.
Itoo am disappointed and sad·
dened, by the fact that the Daily
Lobo would choose to highlight
(as evidenced by comparative
headline size) David E. Ross' ill·
reasoned and racist creed in its
letters section on the first day of
fall classes.
I am not a native-born New
Mexican; I am a New Mexican by
choice, and my choice has a
great deal to do with the cultural
diversity which Mr. Ross so
obviously spurns.

While I acknowledge the useJohn Cabral fulness of being warned, from
time to time, that racism, sexism
and bigotry in general are still
alive and well in American society, l would prefer not to be served
large doses of them with my
Editor:
morning coffee,
The following letter is in response to the question posed by the
I am not surprised that Mr.
Scholes Hall graffiti artist.
Ross has incurred "real and deNo, I have not tried to get finiancial (sic) aid recently. Yes, I have termined animosity'' in Oregon,
tried to get financial aid recently,
Illinois or anywhere else, and I
If you have the gall to deface something, at least have the intelli· am delighted that he has opted
genae to proofread your work. Or do you possess any such capacity? to find "realistic and meaningful
reference and identity" in NevaD. Dallas da rather than remain in New

Grafitti Righted

"They tied the jailer up and came
by the dispatcher and said that if she
did what they said, she wouldn't be
hurt. They went right by her and out
the front door," Coli said,
He said authorities blocked local
roads within 10 minutes of the
escape, Then an airplane was
brought in Monday to aid lawmen in
the sear9h.
''I think we've got them pinned
down in the area," Cox said. "If
they're trying to walk out, I think
we'll be able to tell it pretty quick."
Miller, described as 6 feet tall and
160 pounds, with brown eyes and
hair, was last seen wearing a light
colored straw hat, a dark colored
1'-shirt, blue jeans and boots, Cox
said.
The prisoner has several tattoos

on both arms, Cox said, and two
week's growth of beard and mustacpe, Miller was being held en
escape charges from nearby Camp
Sierra Blanca .
McGraw was being held for
Texas authorities, Cox said
McGraw bad failed to return from a
furlough from the Texas Department
of Corrections at Huntsville.
He was described as 5 feet 7 inches tall, 170 pounds, with brown
hair and green eyes, a full beard and
a Small tattoo of. a heart on the left
side of bin chest.
·
When last seen, McGraw was
wearing a brown bandanna on his
head, a light colored shirt, blue jeans
and boots, Cox said.
He said the razor blade was ''well
secured" in the homemade knife.
"It was kind of a wicked deal.
How in the devil they got that razor
blade in (the jail) is beyond me,"
Cox said.

Bus Becomes Home for City Family;
Donation Helps Comfort Needy Clan

0

Editor:
With its Aug. 15 article entitled "Nicaragua May Withdraw Advisers," the Daily Lobo has apparently taken upon itself! he task of trying
to make the UNM community believe the Reagan Administration's
misleading statements aboutthe purpose and consequences of wide·
ning the war in Central America: the Communists are trying to take
over, and our firm and determined a.ction in the area has begun to
bring quick results; Nicaragua is now willing to "withdraw advisers";
we send down our battleships and, sure enough, the Nicaraguans
start "softening on certain issues."

Chief Deputy Charlie Cox identified the two men as Donald Lynn
Miller, 26, and Mi.chael Joe
McGraw., 24. He said they walked
out of the .Lincoln County Jail about
8:50p.m. Sunday after menacing a.
corrections officer with a knife
fashioned from a melted plastic
spoon and a razor blade.

I'm getting out now.' From then on,
they kind of had it their way," Cox
said.

Praise Spoken
Editor:
I'm a middle-aged graduate
student trying to better my earning potential and have encoun·
tered financial problems en
route.

I had decided to take a leave of
absence from school when
someone suggested I see Virgina
Edgar in Student Aid and Career
Services. Mrs. Edgar promptly
arranged a loan for me and
helped me to get on work study.
In addition, she took time to lis·
ten to other problems that I had
and saw me through a very bleak
time.
In this bureaucratic age when
people are a number on a com·
puler, it is refreshing to meet a
professional of Mrs. Edgar's caliber. Thanks to her, I will complete my studies in graduate
school. If more people took their
jobs as seriously as she and with
her compassion, UNM would be
a superior university.
Margaret King

Re: David E. Ross' letter in the
Aug. 22 Daify Lobo.
You are not a native New Mex·
ican, because as New Mexicans,
we take pride in our state. I am
glad you are Jiving in Nevada
among "your own" and not pol·
luting New Mexico with your ra·
. cist ideas.
First af all, Gov. Toney Anaya
is the best thing that ever happened to the state of New Mexico, and we are proud to have
elected him to office.
Second of all, New Mexico is
the land of enchantment as our
license plates state. You are
gaudy as to be so presumptuous
as to state that it reminds you of a
Mexican border town on fiesta
day. You probably have never
ventured south of Los Lunas.
Thirdly, the people in New
Mexico are called Chicanos, and
we do not appreciate people like
you patronizing Us. Furthermore,
we are not a minority in New
Mexico; we are New Mexico.
Juana Hernandez

~~-

ALBUQUERQUE (UPI)Leroy Martinez and his family are
riding high these days, thanks to an
Albuquerque man who gave the des·
titute clan an old. bus for a home,
putting anend to chilly nights in the
open bed of a pickup truck,
"l couldn't find the words to express to him,'' Roberta Martinez
said, a reference to bus donor Frank
Barnett. "He gave us a home."
The Martinezes and tl:leir children- Bobby, 7, Yvette, 8, and
Louella, 10 - lost their apartment
last month, when the out-of-work
mother and father could no longer
make their rent payrnent.
They had been unable to get into
any government-subsidized housing
because there are long waiting lists.
Now the family can pile into bed

with a roof overhead, can enjoy the
usc of a stove andrefrigerator again.
"It may not seem like much to
some people, but I would call this
home," Mrs. Martinez said, surveying the old bus moored in a trailer
park space.
"I have astove where! can cook.
It's so good to have hot meals
again," she said.
Barnett said he read about the
family's plight last week and immediately thought of the bus sitting
outside his home.
The big vehicle doesn't run, be·
cause someone stole the fuel pump.
But it's shelter for the Martinezes.
"I decided we ought to do this. I
talked to my wife, and she said she
had already had the same idea. So
we knew we better do it,'' he said,

The Storehouse Inc., a nonprofit
organization, paid the Martinez
family's $65 rent on the trailer parj(
space, and Youth Development
Corp. donated $130 to belp pay expenses.
Others called to donate money to
help pay for rent, clothing and ather
items, and one company contacted
Mrs. Martinez about work. She
plans to interview with the firm next
week.
The bus has already seen Barnett
and his family through some tough
economic times. They used it last
year to rnove from .Indiana to Albuquerque and lived in it for three
months until Barnett could find
work and the family could afford a
home.

Rlkkl Reich

A member of the Pyro Juggling Act entertained students out
on the mall Monday as part of the Welcome Back Daze
Noon-Hour activities.

Fair Offers Employment Help
The first-ever "Job Fair," cooperative education and volun·
sponsored by the Welcome Back teer opportunities, as well as
Daze Activities committee, will handouts and formats for resume·
be held today from 1:30 p.m. to 4 writing, job searches and inter·
p.m. in the New Mexico Union. viewing techniques, will also be
The Job Fair will present in- available, '
Career planning and placeformation and handouts on full"
and part-time employment avail- ment will also be offered to stuable to students. Information on dents.

DINE WITH THE PROF!
Yes, you may win a dinner
With the professor - or more!
If you're enrolled in Ancient History.
Greece Tue-Thur 11:00. 12:15
Alexander !he Great Tue-Thur 12:30 • 1:45

History 313
HlsiOtY 320
Contact

Prof.

Mountaineer
Glacier
Sunglasses

9.95

Benhold or History Dept. for detoils.

• meni)s&womenl)sclothing •
WOMEN STUDIES

Calculators

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO TAKE A COURSE!
RRuclllfMCiih Anxl.tyW5182.003 Tu 6:30·8:20 pm
WS 182.400 Mon 4:30·6:30pm
Introduction
WS 200.001 H 9:30 om
to Women Studies
WS 200.002 Mon 6:30·9:15pm
Women In the Southwest WS 279.002 MWF 12 Noon
Heterosexlsm and the
Oppmalon of Women WS 335 Wed 6: 30·9: 15pm
1\oce, Clau, and
WS .322 T-T 12:30
the Feminist Movement
339 ru 6:30-9: 15pm
WomanAbUH
S.mlnor for ~mlng
Women Sfudems
WS 181 T·T 12:30
Women and 1M Law I.
Pol. ScJ,300.002 Th 6:30-9:15pm

6.99

·•

gifts, jewelry, & access~ries

ws

Our CourrH Arw:
MULTICULTUIIAL INrEICDISCIPUNAAY,
JNrfiWTING.
Our Instructors Averaged 5,28 on the 6 point ICES StU·
dent Evoluatloh Scale In 1982,83
Coli 277-3854 or stop by at the Women Studies Prog·
rom Oiflce, 233 Marron Holl for more information.

Vans Sneekers

29.95

J
genera store

the

111 Harvard SE
(across from· UNM)

403 Cordova Rd. West

Member, New Mexico Press Association

Santa Fe

'-

r _

•

8117 Menaul NE
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Vietnam Veteran Accused of Stabbing Forces, Militiamen Kill 8
Neighbors Had Possible Hallucination
PASCO, Wasli .. (UPI) -A Viet·
na.rn War veteran accused of a
house.to-house stabbing attack on
his neighbors during an apparent
flashback to his combat days may
have slipped into a drug-induced
hallucination, authorities said
Monday,
George E. Johnson, 34, of Pasco,
appeared in a preliminary court
hearing to be .read his rights following his arrest for the stabbing deaths
of two men and the critical wound.ing of a third.
Friends and family of Johnson
said he often used both cocaine and
PCP, an animal tranquilizer .that
works as a powerful and unpredtcatble hallucinogen in humans.
"That PCP is a stinker,'' said

Pasco Police Chief Don Francis, "It
can make you act like that, You have
·the strength of many men."
Johnson, who had attended rap
sessions for Vietnam veterans late
last year and early this year, was
arrested Saturday night after a 90minute standoff with police at his
mother's home,
Killed in the rampage were Edward Green Jr., 30, of, Burbank,
Wash., and Raymond Guajardo, 18,
of Pasco. Eddie Gonzales, 20, was
reported in critical but stable condition with a stab wound in the heart.
Francis said the grim scene began
to unfold when "Johnson just got up
from watching TV - his brother
was with him - then he left the
house screaming."

Business Machines Center
Inc.
is presenting a product showing of new, state of
the art products on August 24 from 9:00- 5:00 in
the student union building room 23 t a, b, c.
Well be showing: Word processors, Copiers, Microfilm, and Visual a/v products.
The companies represented are Ricoh, cpt, and
3m. All are i11vited to attend.

Johnson, who saw combat in
Vietnam from 1968 through 1969,
inex:plicably ran nel\t door to a
neighbors' house and grabbed a
kitchen knife, then crossed the street
and entered a house where he
allegedly stabbed Gonzales and
Guajardo, Francis said.
With Johnson in pursuit, Gonzales staggered to Green's house to
ask for help but was tol;l there was
no phone and left. Then, Francis
said, Johnson appeared and allegedly "shoved Green's 14-year-old
daughter out of the way and stabbed
her father to death right before her
eyes."
During the 90-minute standoff
with police, Johnson turned his
mother's home into a "shambles,"
Francis said.
"Johnson was .in the house acting
like he was holding off the Viet
Cong," the police chief said. "He
wanted to speak to his company
commander. ''
Finally, at Johnson's request,
Paul Davis, a disabled veteran outreach worker from the state Employment Security Department, was
summoned to the scene.
"I talked to him on the phone,"
Davis said. "He told me V.C. were
all around the house. I told him we
had V, C. on the paddy dike under
control and that the firefly (helicopter) would fly over with their lights
on.
"That's when the police shined
their lights on the house. He didn't
come out for another I 0 to 20 minutes, but I had him at the door
several times. "

BEIRUT, Lebanon(UPI)- Syrian forces and Druze Mo$lem
militiamen shelled. Christian
neighborhoods around Beirutairport Monday, killing at least
eight people and injuring 30
others, including the commander
of the Italian peacekeeping force
in Lebanon,
An Israeli soldier was killed
near the ancient Phoenician port
of Sarafond, 3~ miles south of
Beirut, when an Israeli vehicle
was bombed, military sources
said. The Israeli military spokesman for the area, well inside the
planned new 'Israeli lines, had no
information on the attack.
The stepped-up violence followed a campaign by President
Amin Gemayel to reach a national conciliation with the "National Salvation Front" opposition
group which includes Druze
leader Walid Jumblatt.
Flights continued despite
shelling of the area around the
international airport, which was
closed for six days by similar
shelling two weeks ago.
Some shells landed around the
presidential palace in suburban
Baabda, Be.itut radio said,
A Lebanese security source
said at least eight people were
killed and 30 others wounded in
the barrage that enveloped
Beirut's. Christian sectors and
touched Burj Barajne, a Palestinian and Shiite Moslem area.
Phalange radio, broadcasting
from the Christian sectors, put
the number of dead at 20 but that
figure could not be indep.endently
verified.
One exploding shell hit a

house in Burj Barajne, killing a·
child, Beirutradio said.
The security source said Druze
and Syrian forces fired a fivehour barrage of Soviet Grad mis•
siles and mortar shells into the
Christian neighborhoods of
Ashrafiye, Dawra, Sin AI Fil and
Dikwane.
Gen. Franco Angioni, commander of the I ,500-strong Italian contingent of the four-nation
multinational peacekeepingforce
in Beirut, was slightly injured in
Burj Barajne.
Angioni said a rocket exploded
I 0 yards from his jeep while he
was inspecting Italian troops
threatened by the bombardment.
Several U ,S. Marines based at
the airport had. been wounded in
previous shelling attacks,
U.S. special envoy Robert
McFarlane met with Prime
Minister Chefik Wazzan for talks
on the imminent pullback of
Israeli troops from the Beirut area
and the Shouf mountains.
McFarlane returned to Beirut
late Sunday from Cairo, where he
assured Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak that Israel has no
permanent designs on south
Lebanon despites its redeployment of troops there along the
Awali River.
Egypt, in a joint statement
with Sudan, called for the withdrawal of Israel's 30,000 forces
"according to a set timetaple."
The Druze, concerned the
Lebanese army will favor Christians, have refused to accept army
units in the Shouf unless
Gemayel's government gives the
Druze a Cabinet position.

Snafu
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The Finest
Body Building
and
Fitness Center
for
Men &Women

Student
Discounts
Available
2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

In the Aug. 21 issue of the
Daily Lobo, the New Mexico
Union miniature golf course was
incorrectly identified as a 'Putt
Putt Golf course. The Union is
renting the course from a contractor.

Ship's Anchor Observed

Michael A. Gallegos

' Students lined up Monday to get inside the Registration Center to adjustments to their class
schedules. Lines are expected to form again today.

Workers Warned Away from Protest
GDANSK, Poland (UPI) - The
communist regime warned Polish
workers Monday they would "take
money out of their own pockets" if
they take part in slowdowns
threatened by the banned Solidarity
union this week.
The slowdown protest was called
after Solidarity's demand for talks
between the government and Lech
Walesa was rejected by the authorities.
Walesa, founder of Solidarity,
admitted chances for success of the
protest were uncertain. But he said
union activists would go ahead with
their campaign.

"It starts tomorrow," Wales a
announced to a crowd of wellwishers and reporters as he left work
at the Lenin Shipyard clutching a
bouquet of red and white carnations,
Walesa conceded the slowdown
was a risky tactic. ''We don't know
how to perform this kind of a protest," he said.
More than I ,000 people gathered,
expecting a speech by Walesa and a
march to a Solidarity monument outside the shipyard's main gate. But
the former union chairman sent
everyone home, saying there would

Voluntary contributions from
faculty members will provide prizes
for the outstanding teaching assistants in the biology department this
year, chairperson Donald Duszynski
has announced.
The $25 prizes will go to theTAs
with the best student evaluations.
Recipients. of the prizes last year
were Tom Edwards and Colin Henderson, fall semester, and Robyn
Richards, spring semester.

The Meals on Wheels program is in need of volunteers as drivers,
people to deliver the meals to the needy, and other volunteer programs.
Anyone interested in volunteering should have one to two hours one
day each week to participate, and are asked to call 822-6004.
Meals are served from six different hospitals. The Meals on Wheels
program has a special need for substitutes at all times.

Student
Sale

Here"s how it workS :

kinko•s copiCls
2312 Central Ave. SE

Professors organize a selectillh of class
readings (check copyright Jaw for legal, use.
of material) and drop the master off at Kinko s.
Kinko's will·
• Duplicate it
- Assemble Custom NotebookS
- Distribute them to your students at a
reduced rate

C inese Culture Cenf)ter
.

Tai Chi,
KungFu

•

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
301S Central N.E.
Albuquerqt>e, N.M.
ltlm TQ Lobo TlwJin'
Call 268-'7023

lSAT • IICAT • IRE

Sun·Tran will be selling passes at UNM in the SUB (main
Hoor, north end) from 9 AM to 2 PM on August 19, ?2,.and

23.

Semester* Pass ...••.. , •• , •• , •••• , , • 150.00
good through Dec, 31sl

Commuter Pass •••.•. , . • . . . . • . • . . • • • 116.00
one calendar month
1

8.00

twenty rides
• ovailable only to full·time studentS of accredited post high school educatlorn>lln•
stilutions In Albuquerque, A fuii·Ume student at ONM Is registered lor 12 under•
graduate hours or 6 graduate hoots.

For information call: 766·7830

Slf PSYCH • CRE 810
IUT • GlUT • IIAl
IICAT • PCAT • VAT

SSAT • PSAT • ACIIEVEIIEIIT$
SAl • ACT •TOEFL • IISKP
llo\T'L liED II$ • ECFIIG
FLU • YQE • IDI • IUDS
CPA • SPEED WilliS
~it

lfiiF I:JtN
i:OU(:ATIONAI. CII!Nf£A
.

test Pttpaution ,$peelilhts
SII'ICi!' I!JJ!

...'..".;.~"2&5:2S24

C•ll:

MOAT CLASSES
Begin Wednesday
August 24.1983
Enroll Now/

(professors, too!)
Photogroph1cs •
2929 Monte V1slo Blvd N E
Albuquerque. New Mex1co 87106

(505] 265-3562

~6

25o/o ·off

our Professor Publishing Plan is available at no
cost to you or your department.

For more information, call Don Mullen at 255-9673

City of Albuquerque

In the first official comment on
the protest plans, the party daily
added: ''Any worker taking part in a
slowdown eventually will affect his
own wages. Mr. Walesa thus is calling on workers to take money out of
their own pockets."

Volunteers?

TAsAwarded

Mustapha I{ibirige, a 19-yearold University of New Mexico
freshman, has been awarded a cer·
tificate of achievement by the United States Achievement Academy.
Kibirige, a May Albuquerque High
School graduate, worked part of the
summer as a student assistant at the
UNM medical school, where he
learned laboratory techniques under
the guidance of associate biochemistry Professor Philip Reyes. Kibirige
is pursuing a pre-medicine curriculum in hopes of becoming a dentist.

Punch Pass , • .. .. • . .. .. .. • .. • . .. • . . •

be no mass demonstrations until
next week.
The Solidarity underground called on its supporters to slow the pace
of work from Tuesday through Aug.
31, the anniversary of the 1980
strike settlement in Gdansk when the
communist regime agreed to recognize independent trade unions.

HATIERAS,N.C. (UP!)- Re- pedition in four years to the historic
searchers in a 22-foot miniature sub- ship that foundered a.nd sank Dec.
marine Monday )Qcated the l ,300- 31, 1862, during a gale off Cape
pound anchor of the sunken Civil Hatteras. The Monitor and the ConWar ironclad USS Monitor lodged in federate vessel CSS Virginia fought
sediment and attached to the ship.
to a standoff in the world's first bat"It's partially visible, but the rest ( tle of armored ships earlier that year
of it is buried in about two and a half at Hampton Roads, Va.
feet of sediment," said Dr. Nancy
The wreckage of theM onitor was
Foster, director of the National discovered in 1973 in 225 feet of
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- water about 16 miles southeast of
tration's marine sanctuary program, Cape Hatte.ras. The area became the
''The anchor is located about 150 first national marine sanctuary
yards off the port bow. H's still established by NOAA.
.attached to the ship,'' she said.
Four people, including NOAA
Divers were scheduled to go Administrator Dr. John Byrne,
down to the wreckage later Monday crammed into the miniature subto take a closer look at the unique marine for Monday morning's dive.
four-pronged anchor and possibly
Researchers hope to recover the
begin work for a recovery attempt anchor, make a color videotape of
planned for Tuesday.
the hulk and study the wreckage in
''They'lllook very closely at the hopes of raising the Monitt1.! s turret
anchor, try to blow sand away and in 1985.
get the lay of the land," said Foster,
who was in radio contact with the
sub's mother ship R V Johnson,
Recovery of the anchor is important because it will be the first large
object retrieved from the wreck. Researchers hope lifting the anchor
will help. them assess techniques for
conservation of the ship's turret.
Lip S~rvlce will run dally besinntns Wednesday,
The anchor is 5 feet long and 58 Aug, 2.3. Anno)Jncemenls in Lip Service wi_ll be run
inches wide at its base. It has four the day before the even and the day of the evenl on a
a<Jailable b!IISis. L'ip Service announcements will
flukes, or prongs, to grip the ocean space
not be taken over the 1elephone. They mu!t be
brought
or mailed to the Dpffy kf;I_QQ o(fil::e located-in
bottom, while most ships of the era
Marron HaU, room iJ8, Lrp Serv:ice deadHne is l
used anchors with two flukes.
p.m. of !he day prior to insertion. Al!Jiems are run at
The dive was part of the first ex- the discretion o{lhe.Dal/y J..obo.

Student
Prepacks
Everything the be.ginning
Photo Student Needs!
Black and White
Film, Paper, Chemistry
K1000 Camero

Today's events include:

Job Fair

here to inform you on work study, part-time employment,
cooperative education, volunteer opportunities, career plan·
ning and placement, the application process
1!30 • 4:00 in the SUB 'Ballroom

Student Survival Workshops

drop/add procedures (and other academic deadlines), cam•
pus and community agencies
1:30 - 4:00 in the SUB Ballroom

0.,.

Dunk Tank

•

The Perfect

student ca~ra

reg. $52.80

Our Price

$34.95
First come, first served

2929 Monte Vista NE
Just East of UNM
phone 265-3562

10:30 - 1:30 on the mall
Three throws for 25¢,
Proceeds go to the United Way

PENTAX

• Bullf·ln light meter
• 50mm t2.0
Mliltlcoated lens
only $149.95
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1983-84
STUDEl\JT DIBECTOB.Y
Deletion of Names and Addresses

.Any f3tudent wisb.J.ng to h~ve her/his name deleted
f~·om tb.e Student Directory needs to stop by the Stu·
dent ActiVities Oenter located on the first floor of the
New Mexico Union Building (SUB) before :Friday,
September 2, and fill out tb.e appropriate form.

Arts

Arts

,............................................................................................w..........,

~

I
I

83-84 CHORAL
OFFERINGS

~~~

~
.~

~~
~

Chamber Singers

.
MONDAYS and WEDNESDAYS
.
~
~ 3:00 pm - 5:00 prn
B-11 7, Fine Arts Center ~
~ (243·001, undergraduate
560·002, graduate} ~

01111

~

Jill!

'A ttlghly >;el!:Ctlourlng ensemble of approximately 28slngers. Speclallzesln t11e ~

study, preparation and _performance orllt~rature particularly suited- to the srnaller ;;,.
ensemble. 1\ 1WO (2] SEMESTER COMMIITMENT IS REQUIRED FOR MEMBERSHIP ~

~

~

Concert Chorale

~

TUESDAYS and THURSDAYS
~
~ 3:00 pm · 5:00 pm
B, 117, Fine Arts Center 01111
~ (244-001,. undergraduate
560·002, graduate) !:;;
~
~

~

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS

"A select ensemble of not more than 56 singers speCializing in U1e studyr prepara• ~
tlon and performance of the great choral literature for them_txcQ·volcc ensemble. ~

!

University Chorus

~

TUESDAY evenings
Jill!
~ 7:30 Pm" 9:30 pm
B-1l7, Fine Arts Center) .~
~ (143-001, undergraduate
560·002, .graduate) ~
4111 • A larger oratorJQ chorus. open to Universlty .students and persons outside the ~
~

PI!

2.99
4.99
I. 99
5. !19
11.99
10.50

California Fashions
Across from l' :\1 \I

~
~

THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band To
By Johanna King

LANDSCAPE, a photograph by Thomas Cooper. Cooper frequently photographs on ceremo·
nial or ritual ground.
Mystical vision and spiritual in·
1 terpretation may best describe the
1 current photography exhibit at the
University of New Mexico Art
Museum.
Photographer Thomas Joshua
Coo~r, who received his master's
degree in photography from UNM,
sees his photographs of landscapes
as ''meditations ... that exist
mainly as pointers, indications, of a
vision of possibilities where stillness
and silence abound.
"To be understood they must be
experienced - felt, seen, known."
Cooper's small, 5·by·7 black and
white prints are of sites rich in spir·

itual and ritual significance. Most
appare11t are the photographs of
sacred Indian grounds in New
Mexico.
His photographs are often very
dark - drawing the viewer clo.ser
to them - and do indeed remind
one of magic and mysticism.
Words like "indication," "re·
velation," and "ceremonial mo.
ment" - used frequently in the ti·
ties - cause one to think of the
ancient lives and beliefs of New
Mexico, California, England and
Austrailia, the subjects of Cooper's
photographs.
His visionary approach to land·
scape photography, particularly in
England, is a departure from the Ira·
ditional documentary style of most
photographers there.
''I often usc the medium of the
lands~ape," he said, "since everyone, m some smaii way, has a very
personal relationship to the land and
is th~s ready1and willing to look at, if
not tnto, the landscapes I produce.
"Photography should transcend
the blatantly informational in con·
text and intent,'' Cooper said. "The
final photographic image is a unique
and meaningful phenomenon in its
own tight, and should not be used
only as an illustrative device for
media manipulators."
Born in the United States, Cooper
has divided his career between here
and England. He has taught photo·
gr:aphy al universities in California,

, Austrailia and England and is cur·
rently the head of the photography
department at the Glasgow School
of Art in Glasgow, Scotland.
During the time he spent at UNM,
Cooper studied with Van. Deren
Coke, Beaumont Newhall and
Richard Rudisill. It was his later studies with Ansel Adams, Imogen
Cunningham and Minor White,
however, that are reflected in his
work.
Cooper has had his work exhi·
bited in many galleries and
museums, including the Center for
Creative Photography in Tucson,
Photographer's Gallery in London
and the Bibliotheque Nationale in
Paris.
His work is in the permanent collection of the Museum of Fine Arts
in Boston, the National Gallery of
Canada, the Princeton Art Museum,
the Victoria and Albert Museum and
the UNM Art Museum.
Cooper has also receiVed major
grants from the National Endowment of the Arts and the Arts Coun.
cil of Great Britain.
"It is my hope that my pictures
o~fer a moment of pleasure to my
vtewers and perhaps a tiny bit of
understanding," he said.
Cooper's photographs will be on
display through Sept. 18. Museum
hours are 10 a.m.·5 p.m., 7·10 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday and 1·5
p.m. Saturday and Sunday,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

Chicano Studies/ .
~
~
American Studies §

§
~

§

~§

§

~

FALL 1983

~

INTRODUCTION TO SOUTHWEST STUDIES

§
§

·00522·286-001 • (l'obla1 Duran) MWF 11:00.11:50 M.H.207

,

InclUdes Oh histOrical ~nd contemporary profile of the Southwest; an examfnollon of diversity. of ~
Invasions end conqoesfS.._ and_or change and contflct Ah Interdisciplinary -approach will be used to
Interpret lhls eontpfex North· Arnercon teglon.

HISTORY OF CONFLICT IN NEW MEXICO
·OG532·341-G01 • (fobloo DuranJ1 Til 12:30·1"' M.H. 210

Conflict-economic, pOlitiCal o'nd_ rocfol~ has been preValent In Nev~ Mexico since the early 19th
century. Racrsn:. discrimination and exptottol1on are ~:'Jew Mexl_co's best known secre!Jl._ln this course,

~~

the
working people,..o.nd
ondsocla.l
the polsonos
have fOUght for theirOf
wd:t(
life
econom.lc,_pol.dlco.l
problem.and
• ...
w veclnos
bEi.·.a. nc\IZ
..whO
· •..·.d i·r·o·m.th·e····perspecllve
the.of
"'ndrt./cUiafEt.

§~ ~e

1

C~oo=~-~~~:a~.~~~~~~o!.~,s~~~2~.S.

t

class t.nlroc,luces the $1udy of the Chicano people as en Integral part Of the total Amerfc:one:.perle.nce. Th.•. _tou.rse surveys hlslorlcol compa!lliW and conternpotarysfudles orMe>;!conas In ths ;:,
Socia~ context of race, class. ond etf1h!c tela trans In ths U.S,
~

§
§ CONTEMPORARY LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE §
§ _ __ _. 4426·357a00i • (ROWena Rivera) MWF 9:00-9:50 ortega 119

~

This sect!ort Wll! be Ia.ugh! with a locus on diSCUSSIOr'ls on social end revoluflonary lfteratur9 tn
.present-day lolln- Amerrco

t

C$/Mod Cla,Sll; ldnQ

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§
"* "- .. " " • ·· "· "·
t . .•. r t. ,• ,
t• t: "·

~

j. f'

~~

t J 1 ( -.- " ,

t , .._ 1. t. , •

The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, one of
America's oldest and most consis·
tent country-rock groups, will make
a stop in Albuquerque today during
their current tour of the Southwest.
The Dirt Band, as they were cal·
led for a while, went back to their
original Nitty Gritty title because, as
multi-instrumentalist John McEuen
explained, ''it just caused too much
confusion.''
The group was formed 17 years
ago "just for fun," said McEuen.
"Two of the guys were still in high
school then. Our big break came
when we won a talent contest. We
were allowed to play for two weeks
without pay."
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band released the single "Buy for Me the
Rain" about eight months later,
which put the group .on .the charts

and "put us on the road," said
McEuen.
A few years later, they released
"Mr. Bojangles," which became - and remained - their
most popular song.
The group· has recorded 15
albums and hit the charts with a
number of singles over the years and
is now promoting their latest album,
Let's Go, which McEuen described
as their best effort in about five
years.
Their latest release contains the
song "Shot Full of Love," already a
hit on the country pop charts.
The band's music combines a
wide variety of styles which creates
a unique, popular sound for the
group. "Throughout the '70s,
we've played our own style of country-rock, bluegrass and cajun
music," McEuen said.
"We also play to a radio audience," he added. Popular radio

Pl~y

songs for the group include ''American Dream", "Badland," "Rip·
plio' Waters" and "Make a Little
Magic".
"There's a reason we've played
together for 17 years," McEuen
said, "and people find out why
when they come to one of our
shows."
The Nitty Gritty Dirt band was in
Albuquerque a few years ago with
the Charlie Daniels Band and Juice
Newton. They have combined their
talents with many other top
names - such as the Doors, the
Little River Band and Jack Benny - but McEuen said the group
prefers doing their own show, like
they'll be doing at Graham Central
Station tonight,
"It should be a lot of fun,"
McEuen said, "We're looking forward to coming to Albuquerque.
We've never had a bad time there
yet.,,

larger choral works with orchestra each semester.

~

• fonnal AUDITIONS NOT required for membership.

)Ill!

in UNM Bookstore, ASA Gallery, Marron Hall131
and selected local bookstores
Dock issues available Marron Hall 131

~
~

A WORD ABOUT AUDITIONS • • •

Each individual possesses certain vocal potentials and capabili·
~ ties. a. sa chorale.nsemblepartidpantatanyglventime. TheUNM
~ choral program ilas attempted to develop offerings that meet
~ Ute needs and challenges of a large cross·secti.on of persons
01111 wishing to sing in a choral ensemble. The purp.ose, therefore, of
general choral auditions Is to help the participant find the ensemble
best suited to him or her at the time of the audition. As
!:101111 one's knowledge and experience broadens, individuals may
!:1 progress to o.Uter ensembles.. in the choral program. THERE IS A
Jill'.! CHORAL ENSEMBLE AT UNM fOR ALL INTERESTED PERSONS!

!:j

~

Jill'.!

~

i

I~
~

I

~

Jill!

~

~

~
01 1 ~
Jill!
01111

Jill!

~

~

~

~

~
~
~

i

01111

~

AUDITION TIMES:
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
~
AUGUST 22·25; 10 AM • NOON; 1 PM • 4 PM
ROOM 1116, FINE ARTS CENTER

I
i

• No advanced preparation Is necessary to audlti.on
~~
• No special appointment Is needed to audition
(auditions are on a first-come, first-served basis}
01111
• ALL UNM choral ensembles are open to ALL UNM students Jill'.!
• Undergraduate and graduate credit Is available
~
+ Audition results will be posted no later than 9 AM
~
on fRIDAY - AUGUST 23
Jill'.!
• Music majors are NOT granted preferential placement
~
and membership in UNM choral ensembles
~
• Call the UNM choral office (277-4202) for further infonnation ~

WE SINCERELY HOPE YOU WILL
~
JOIN US IN THE FURTHER ADVANCEMENT
OF THE CHORAL ART
~

!

il..................................................................................................................

LAnGELL'S

2900 Carlisle NE

11 block south of candelarial

Phone 888·4040

ART SUPPLY

~

E

STORE HOURS
MON.thru FRI. 8•30-5•30
SATURDAY 9•00 ~s•OO

unm ART STUDEnTS & FACULTY
WITH CURRENT J.D.

l:B(IJ(BI] UIJJ §IBQJIJJQJ[1

YOU AIN'T
HAD ONE YE_I_,?

ffiU§IBIJJl!JaJU

I

We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

on

ALL
SUPPLIES
Discount good Aug. 22, thru Sept. 3, 1983

_.... ... _..,. ___ __ PLENTY
___ ...,....,._. ______________________
...,._ ... __ __
Or PARKING
.._

§

~

University communlt-)'. Weeki.y -rehearsals normal.ly culm._ lna.. te In performances of ..-

~

'

our price
$5.99
7.99
from l.Q9
27.99
ll. 99
4.99

and rrumy more items at equally lou· pr-ices
l.wrry no rainchecbJ

2324 Central SE

-

I
I~

UNM Art Museum Displays Photos;
Prints Create nvision of Possibilities"

~

'

~

........................
HERS:
Retail price
Sundresses
$12.99
Fashion blouses
15·20
Indian Pakistan tops
Foxy Lady Jumpsuits
60.00
Baggies
19.99
Short over·alls
1:3.99
HIS:
T·shirts
6.99
Base hall Jer-sev
.1). 99
Shorts
-t.99
\len's dress shir·ts
!4.99
LE\T~ JEA.!\S lprewa-;hed ir.!
LE\TS CORDS lpre\.\ashed ir.!
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Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247-9591
also at
5306 Central SW 836-0124
8700 Central NE 299-6666
1835 Candelaria NW 345-8568
5500 Academy NE 821-7262
Also Ill Rio Rancho

...,.

..._

"YOUR CHOICE !WHILE THEY LAST'"

4

Artist
DUFFEL
sn:;,;~we
COUPON

. .

$4f111
.

.

LIMIT t PER COUPON/PURCHASE

Long

9Y WORK APRON
OR

FREE
WITHSso.oo
PURCHASE

NO
RAIN CHECK

I

I
I.

I
I

1'

~--------------------------------------------~
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, Sports

Sports

U.S. Swimming to Gold
In Pan American Games

Gliders Jump Crest, Soar Like Eagles
By Lydia Pipet·
Sandia Crest is one place in New
Mexico where eagles dare, and most
people would agree that only a bird
would attempt a flight off this lofty
perch.
But during Jhc summer months,
the birds share the ;tir space above
the Crest with another winged creature- namely, the hung glider.
"I like to soar with the c•lglcs,"
says Jeff Wolford, ;t University of
New Mexico computer science major, who has made more than 90
Jlights off the Crest. "They've
flown within three feet of my wing
tip, looking at me, wondering what
kind of' bird I am."
Greg Brcndholl, recently commissioned through the UNM Air
Force ROTC program, agreed und
suid the birds seem to accept the
gliders.
"I think it's bccnu>c we're so
quiet." he says. "They think we're
just u big bird."
Brcndholt says he started hang
gliding when he came to UNM to
hrcuk up the monotony of going to
school.
"1 can be a good hoy all week go to sch<lol, study - as long as I
can fly on the weekends," he says.
"It's an adventure."
Brendholt, who will be attending
Air Force pilot training later this
year, says hang gliding is different
from other aeronautical sports he has
tried, such as ballooning, skydiving
and flying planes.
He says a person becomes one
with the glider and must be alert to
everything, or accidents like the one
which claimed a life earlier this
month could occur.
"Most of the accidents that happen arc due to pilot error," he says.

Domino's

Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262·1662
Limited Delivery Area

"Sure il's risky, but that's part of the
adventure. ••
The Sandia Hang Gliders Associution maintains two launch areas
on the Crest and prospective fliers
must complete a training period at
lower elevations before being
allowed to use them. They are then
given n permit which allows them to
launch from Sandia.
"We arc self-regulated," says
Brcndholt. He says there are really
no laws concerning hang gliders, because people agree to follow the
rules laid down by the Association.
"The FAA leaves us alone."
Hang gliders maintain their altitude from air currents and thermals.

I
I
I
I $1.50 off any 16" pizza.
I
One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9-13-83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central s.E.
I
262-1662
I
Now open for lunch
I Open every day at 11 :00
I
I
I
I
I
®

$1.50

Heat rising from the sun-b.aked side
of a rocky mountain can keep a glid·
er aloft for many hours.
Brendholt says he reached an altitude of 18 ,000 feet during a threehour flight this spring and Wolford
says he holds the New Mexico record for the longest flight of ll 0
miles.
A glider, which has a wing span of
more than 20 feet, can cost $1 ,OOOor
more, depending on the brand. This
does not include the harness or a
parachute, which most pilots use.
Brendholt says one of the most
critical points of a flight is below 300
feet, because after that a p!\rachute
will be of no use.

UNM graduate Paul Kilstofte waits, then catches a strong air
current with his glider. "It's the uftimat~ high," he says of
hang gliding. Photos by Lydia Piper.

I
I
I
I $. 75 off any size pizza.
I One coupon per pizza.
I
Expires 9-13·83
I
I
Fast, Free Delivery
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
262-1662
I Now open
for lunch
I Open every day
at 11:00
I
I
I
I
I
®

0
0
0

regulations prohibit females of child-bearing potential to
participate in this drug study.

.
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t. BIOCHEMISTRY
t
t
t
t*
t
*

'

has requested authority to offer an
Undergraduate Major In

~

~

*
~
'*

Kick off meeting Tuesday, August 23 at 7:OOpm in Rm. 203 of
the Basic Medical Sciences Building, located on North Campus.

~

~

leading to Graduate Work
and Careers in

MEDICINE • DENTISTRY • BIOCHEMISTRY
VETERINARY MEDICINE • CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES • BIOTECHNOLOGY
Suggested Curriculum for B.A. in Biochemistry

For more
information
call 883-3038
or 883-3014

~

,...

*

~

!
:

*
*

·.B.
io.che.m 44.5·,
Che.m
31S. (.or·C·h.
Biochem
446-448L
(Chern
312) e. m 311)
Two or more of the following:
Biochem 461 (Nutritional Biochem),
Biochem 462 (Environmental Biochem),
Biochem 521 (Neurochem),
B!ochem 522 (Enzymo!ogy) and, if qualified,
B1ochem 497-498 (Sen1or Honors Research)

-·~
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*
*
*
*
:

~
~

**
!t
Dental~
*~
*
.
.
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*·
.
.·
.
*
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Plus other courses lh Blochemisiry and related disciplines to a total of 62 hrs.

All students who may consider elecl.ing this major (if it is authorized), are urged to
contact Prof. loftfield or Prof, Smith (277·3333),

-

The possibility of Navratilova
getting better must be a frightening
one for her colleagues on the
women's tour. In collecting more
than half a million dollars this year,
the 26-year-old Dallas resident has
compiled a remarkable 59-I match
record.
Navratilova feels her attitude to·
ward the event has hurt her in the
past.
"My problem is I haven't got
psyched up for the Open until the last
two years, •• she said. ''If you don't
want to be out there, you're not
going to win.
Evert. who had won but lO games

in her first three matches with Navratilova this year and has netted only
one win in their last nine meetings,
felt their latest contest was a morale
booster.
"It was a great match for me to
play before the U.S. Open,'' said
the six-time winner of the event.
For her part, Navratilova IS not
trying to conceal how badly she
wants to add the U.S. Open title to
her trophy case. When questioned
early last week about the importance
of winning the event, she asked
back:
''How important is it that the sun
comes up each morning?' •

6:00-6:25 p.m. Delta Sigma Phi <SUB>
6:35-7:00p.m. Sigma Phi Epsilon -1705 Mesa Vista N.E.
7:05-7:30 p.m.Phi Gamma Delta -1801 Mesa Vista N.E.
7:35-8:00 p.m. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 1811 Mesa Vista N.E.
8:05-8:30 p.m. Lambda Chi Alpha 1815 Sigma Chi N.E.
8:35-9:00 p.m. Kappa Sigma -1705 Sigma Chi N.E.
9:05-9:30 p.m. Pi Kappa Aipha 1700 Sigma Chi N.E.
9:35-10:00 p.m. Alpha Tav omega 1820 Sigma Chi N.E.
10:05-10:30 p.m. Sigma Chi 1855 Sigma Chi N.E.
Presentation Will be made by each house at the above mentioned
times. Any questions pertaining to the particular fraternity can
be answered then. For more information, call student activities
at 271·3711.

Cj'--~--------------~~~~~~~~------~~~~~~---~

CJ

(Note: The Fall Schedule of Classes lists Biochem on pg. 82)

~

TORONTO (UP!)- Topranked Martina NavratiJova, a winner of ll of 12 tournaments this
year, still figures she needs a little
tuneup before attempting to earn the
only jewel missing from her tennis
crown at the U.S. Open.
"At least, I know I'm not sick like
I was last year," said Navratilova,
who defeated second-ranked Chris
Evert Lloyd in three sets at the
$250,000 Player's Challenge Sunday to post her second victory in a
week over her longtime rival.
"Playing-wise, r could still get a
little better and get in better shape.
But r feel all right," she said.

~

Itwill be noted that the proposed curriculum meets the requirements lot admission
to most American Medical,
and Veterinary colreges.

.

Navratilova Seeking U.S. Open Jewel
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Prior to the sanction, athletes
at the Pan American Games were
tested at random after their
events. However, with the latest
disclosures, all medal winners
will be subjected to anti-drug
tests, as well as two or three
others at random.
·Anabolic steroids are a muscle
building drug that in some cases
can have adverse effects on liver
and kidney functions and possibly lead to sterility in men. They
are usually used in sports where
great upper body strength is required.
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with. It's an evil that plagues our
society. I frankly welcome this.
It's out on the table. Justice has
been swift."
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won two gold and one silver and
Vi au won three bronze.
Rana indicated that several
more athletes, perhaps as many
as 50, may be involved in drug
violations. But he said he would
wait for an official report from
the Pan American Games Medical Commission before deciding
on any future action.
William Simon, president of
the United States Olympic Committee, said he had "no idea if
any American athletes are unqer
review for taking illegal drugs.
''It's a real tragedy, Simon
said, "But it's no surprise to
those in the Olympic movement.
This was a time bomb waiting to
explode.
''It should be severely dealt
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In boxing, lightweight Pernell
Whitaker of Norfolk, Va., made his
debut against Ken worth Ninus of the
Bahamas, and junior welterweight
Jerry Page of Columbus, Ohio, had
his first bout against Jose Magallanes of Venezuela.

CARACAS,
Venezuela
(UPI) - four weightHfters, including Canadians Michael Viau
and Guy Greavette, had their
medals taken away from them at
the Pan American Games Monday after an anti-doping test revealed they had taken anabolic
steroids prior to the competition.
Three other weightlifters Guillenno Lopez of Argentina,
Jose Lozada of Puerto Rico and
Caballero M. Dolcey of Col·
ombia - also were found to
have taken the same drug.
In addition to Viau and
Greavette, Cuba'.s Daniel Nunez
and Alberto Blanco were forced
to return their medals. Nunoz and
Blanco each won three gold medals in the competition, Greavette

~
~

is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasis.
Patients should be betteeen
the age of 12 and 75.
For more information, please call 277-6770
between the hours of9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

* FDA

Nashville, Tenn., finished third. in
the heat and also qualified for the
final.
White, of Mission Viejo, Calif,
and Walsh, of Hamburg, N.Y.,
were the two fastest qualifiers in the
women's 200-meter backstroke in
2:17.67 and 2:18.00 respectively, In
the tightest battle of the morning,
Michelle MacPherson of Canada
edged teammate Barb McBain for
the No. 3 spot by just .01 in 2:20.01.
The U.S. men's4-by-100 medley
relay team could have a shot at the
world record since it consists of four
swimmers who hold individual
world records in their specialty.
They in.clude Rick Carey in the
backstroke, Matt Gribble in the butterfly, Rowdy Gaines in the freestyle and Lundquist in the breaststroke.
U.S. athletes were also in action
Monday in baseball, boxing, cycling, equestrian events, fencing,
field hockey, free style wrestling,
water polo, softball, tennis and volleyball.
The baseball team, which
squeezed by Panama 4-3 Sunday to
remain undefeated in six games.
took on Venezuela. Tim Belcher,
who pitched poorly in his only previous start in the tournament, was
scheduled to hurl for the U.S, team.
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CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI)United States swimmers were eXpected to close their spectacular
Aquacade with a fish net full of gold
medals Monday night at the Pan
Amerkan Games, but a couple of
Latins stood firmly in the way of
another sweep,
The United States, which had
won 22 of the 25 swimming gold
medals contested so far, hoped to
land as many as five more in Monday night's concluding session.
However, Brazil's Ricardo Prado
and Colombia's Pablo Restrepo
posted the best times in the morning
• qualifying heats for the men's 200
, individual medley and posed a major
challenge to America's Steve Lund• quist in .the event.
Lundquist, a gold medal winner
and world record setter in the I 00meter breaststroke earlier in the
Games, took it easy in the qualifying
and finished almost a full second
behind Prado, who clocked a rather
slow 2:09.76.
Leading gold medal candidates
for the United States in Monday
night's events were: Mary T.
Meagher of Louisville, Ky., and
Amy White of Mission Viejo,
Calif., in the women's 200 meter
butterfly; Sue Walsh of Hamburg,
N.Y., in the women's 200-meter
backstroke; and the men's 4-by-1 00
medley relay team.
Meagher, who set the world record of2:05. 96last year, was almost
three seconds faster than her nearest
competitor, Canada's Marie Moore,
in morning qualifying heats, posting
a time of2:14.23. Tracy Caulkins of

Lifters Caught with. Steroids

..
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Classifieds get results,
Check it out today.
131 Marron Hall

Las N oticias
TUi\Jl,BLAZEP~:
IMPORTANT first
of the year w!lt be In Alumni Office, Wed·
nesduy, August 31, ~~ 6 p. rn. Please be there.
8/3 I
GAY
AND
U;SBIAN
Student
Union
orgunizinslsoclallzing meeting. H~lp plan fall activities. Tonight, SU!l23 I A·C, 7:30p.m.
8/23
SEX, RACE, C:::LASS: Leaw how they interact. WS
32Z. T·Tlll2:3Q,
8/26
KIVA CLUB MEETINGS at the Native American
Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas l!lvd NE. J(ivl\ Club
meeting for retllrnlng students is scheduled for
Wednesday, AugiJSt 31 at 4 p.m. A general meeting
also ls scheduled for Wednesday, September 7 PI 4
8/26
p.m. for students and anyone interested,
WOMEN: YOU sHOULD take a women studies
course! Begin with Intra, 'r·T/19:30 or Mon 6:30-9:15

UNM,

m~eting

~~

uu

STUIJENT
ORGANIZATION
RF;CHAR·
TERING/chartering
deadline
-Wednesday,
September 14. Check with Student Activities Center,
Room 106, NM Union. 277-4706.
9/14
SCARED OF MA Til? Reducing Math Anxiety
course open, WS 182·003 (#4856) Tues 6:30-8:20 p.m.
or 182·004 {#4805) Mon 4:30·6:30 p.m. Section 3 not
in ~chedule,
8126
1?83·114 STUDENT DIRECTORY deletion deadline
Friday, September 2, at the Student Activities CenJer,
Room I (](I, NM Union Dulldlng, 277-4706,
9/2
CLUD7 MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only t 0 cents per word per issue for UNM
departmems and organizations.
tfn

Personals
PLACE YOUR PERSONAl. message to friends,
family, etc, in the classlfieds, Only 17 cents per word
per day for four Issues or less, 12 cents per word per
day for five llr more consecutive Issues, 131 Marron
Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
SCIIOOI. OPENING SALE! Storewide IO"lo off,
One week only at the Mixed Dagl Munchies and
crunchiest 2210 Central SE, across from UNM. 8/26
F'UDGEI I)El.JCIOUS FUDGE! On sale this week
only. Reg. $4.99 lb. Now $4.25 lb. At the Mixed Bag,
2210 Central SE. Across from UNM. Mon·Frl 9-6.
~~~

m6

A NEW CATt:GORl'l The Daily .Lobo proudly
presents "Food/Fun.'' It's a place for announcements of restaurants, parties, food sales and
stores, concerts, etc.
tfn

Services
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. Twenty-two years
teaching, John Mltchell268·0496.
912
INDIAN, CIIICANA, ANGLO: Southwest women,
learn about your heritage! Women Studies 279, MWF
l2noon.
8/U
DANCERS! TIU: WIDELY acclaimed Pilates
Method of Mental and Physical Conditioning, used
extensively by N,Y.E. Ballet members, Is now
available at Body Correctives: 266-0608.
8/24
WE'LL BE OPEN till 7 tonight - shop late with usl
UNM Bookstore,
8/23
PlANO LESSONS: EXPERIENCED teacher seeks
Interested students of all ages and levels. Call Laura
Kramer265·1352.
8126
ROME TYPING SERVICE. Retired professor.
Grammar, spelflng, confidentialitY l!llaranteed. 2923431.
8/31
MASSAGE TIIERAP'f. REST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
LFSBlANS: MYTHS, REALmES. Learn about
heterosexlsm. Women Studies 33$, Wed 6;30.9:15
p.m.
8/U
TIJTORING AVAILABLE IN ChE 301, 251, 252,
311, 317,4501 461 by BS/ChemE. 3.7 gpa. Groups or
individuals. Rates neaotlable. Ca11256-3965.
8/26

TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
8131
STUm:NT CAR OWNERS~ Get Acquainted Special.
Two block!; from UNM, $ISO worth of car main·
tenance services for $20, Includes free: carb and
timlqg adjustmenl, computer $Pill balance, lube,
engine analysis and more ••. Oil change $9,95. $10
discount on tune-up. Call evenings for Info, Ed Stone
265-4939. One week only!,
8126
MCAT, EXCELLENT REVIEW course. Self·study
with tapes, Like qew. Graduate Admissions
Preparation Service. Cost $375, sell for $200.
8887,
8/25
GETfiNG MARRIF;D? LEAVE . the worrying to
Venable and Friend. Venable will take the
photographs and Friend will bake the cake. Ask for
Jim or Barbara 268·1 513 or 296-3449.
8/26
TYPIST: TERM PA.Pf;RS, resumes, 299-8970. 917
GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles. Exact solo
copying. Improvisation, reading and theory. You
design your own program. Marc's Guitar Center, 143
HarvurdSE,265-3315.
tfn
TYPING WORTH PAYING for. 247·32()2, Louise •.
8/23
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
lations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181,
12/12
AC(:URATF; INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion, Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washing(on.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greeqwich Vlllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TE:STING & counseling. Phone 2479819.
tfn

sn-

Housing
WANTED TO RENT: Local attorney, wife, two
children need three-bedroom, two-bath !lome, Prefer
UNM area, Call 1·287-3681 5·8 p.m.
8/26
STUDIO $ll0, EFFICIENCY $185, Furnished,
utilities paid. 842·6170.
9/9
TWO-ROOM APARTMF;NT plus kitchen five
minutes from campus to west, $200 plus lltilllies.
8/26
Unfurnished. Call277·43l0 or 266-4770,
GRADUATE, MEDICAL !IT mature person: Share
attractive four-bedroom house~ ten minutes from
campus. $175/month plus share utilities. 256-9318,
8126
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share threebedroom house. Two miles from campus. $200 per
month, v, utilities. Calf Becky before 6 p.m. 842·
1844. After6 p.m. 266·4019.
8/26
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share nice two-bedroom
apt. in northeast. Female grad student preferred. Call
Jan, Sunday-Wednesday 296·5724, $220 plus utilities,
8/26
t'OR RENT. ONE-bdrm cozy apartment. UNM
location, private parking. $185/mo. Available Sept l,
lnquire266-6872,
8/26
ROOMMATE- LARGE, BEAVTIFULtwo-bdrm,
two-bath apartment, tennis. $190/mo. Nonsmoker,
255·4481.
8126
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service evecy 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY aparlment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person 1 $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security, deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundcy facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evenlng, 266-8392,
tfn

.modems and micros at a discount. Call now, 842·
9438.
8/29
67 VW BUS, Rebuilt engine, run:; great. $800 or best
offer, 266·9428.
8/29
'71 :>UBARU, ONE owner. Front-wheel drive, ex·
cellent runnil]g con!lltion, passed emission-control
test. $1000,281-5465,
8/29
71 VW BUS. AC, external oil cooler, good
mechanical condition. Many extras. $1895 or best
offer. Darrell344-898l.
8/29
USF;D BOOKS, SILKSCREENED t·shirts, folk wear
pa!lerns, variety imports and accessories, Great prices
at the Bookcase, I 09 Mesa SE, Across from Hodgin
Hall. Tuesday-Saturday 10-6.
8/26
1980 IIONDA 650 custom, Low miles,fully dressed,
many extras, $1285.256-9318.
8/26
LOTSA INEXPENSIVE USED furniture. Beaver
Furniture, Yale and Stadium. 842-6421,
9/Z
1977 IIONDA CVCC, Five-speed, FM/cassette,
excellent condition/mileage, 265-3945,
8/30
1980 HARLEY-DAVIDSON FXB Sturgis. Belt·
drive, 80 cubic inch, $5000, 888-3381.
8/24
1980 IIONDA CX-500 Deluxe. Shaft drive, water
cooled, excellent condition, under 5000 miles. $1495.
897-0636 or766·27S5. Leave message forColvin.
8/26
SOFA. BLOCK. FOUR fine chairs and table plus
desk-drawers $139, Also washer, dryer and stove.
294-5825.
8/24
1011/o DISCOUNT TO UNM students. Treasures 'N
Pleasures, New and excellent used furniture. 1517
Eubank NE ncar Coqstitution. Visa/Mast~rcard. 30·
day layaway. M·F 9:30-5:30, Sat 9:30.3:00.
8/23
1976 SUBARU COUPE. Five-speed, good condition,
$900, 243·1413 evenings,
8/26
OLIV!rrl'l PRAXIS·30 typewriter. Eight-word
memory, many electronic features, New $300. Leave
message, 298-0488 Diana.
8/24
COUCII AND CIIAIR set $25, Honda Civic service
manual $10, ski rack $10. 266-7038,
8/24
1978 IIONDA CB1155. 75·85 mpg. Very good·
condition. Perfect for around town. $500. 211·3859
or 884-9522,
8/26
ADLER TYPEWRITER W/ca~e. Excellent con·
dillon. $95. 266-8027 evenings. Lane.
8/26
1979 DODGE COLT. Excellent mileage, $2800, 344·
2931.
8/25

Employment
IIARJ)..W()RKING, DEPENDABLE indlvlduals
wanted for employment at Burger King across from
UNM. We are willing to work. around your school
schedule. Full·time and part-time available. Apply in
person.
8/29
LEARN CHIMAYO WEAVING and earn money.
Calf Lisa 266-4133.
8/29
GRAPIIIC ASSISTANT NEEDED at Biomedical
Communications. Job description: Layout of charts,
graphs, information for slides, brochures, posters,
etc. Must be work·study student qualified for em·
ployment. Portfolio required with prior experience in
the field. Knowledge of copy camera and general
graphic art technics needed. Contact Yvonne Walston
277-3633.
8/26
TUTORS NEEDED FOR fall semester. Primarily
math, English, biology, accounting, chemistry,
engineering and economics. Work-study preferred.
Call Athletic Advisement Office 277-6536,
8/26
LOOKING FOR A challenging career paying $100

COMPVTER STUDENTS, nRED of fighting the
crowds at the computing center? Get you terminals,

You

us.

Open
our computers.

52.5.0 on hour.
We will teach you!
Special introductory
prices until

oa.

1, 1983.

t2t Yol•. S.E.
242.0t.61 or a66-85N'
att.r5 p.m.

Sigma Chi Road.
8/23
RA Y·BAN SUNGLASSES 2S"lo off. Kaufman's- a
rea!Army-Navy store, 504 Yale SE. 265·7777. 8/31
THE MIXED BAG! Munchies and crunchies for
sorority. fraternity, dorm parties. 2210 Central SE,
across from UNM. 268·8268.
8/26
DAYPACKS AND BACKPACKS, assorted colors.
.Kaufman's West- a real Army-Navy store. 504
YaleSE. 265·7777.
8/31
lSO!o OFF SWISS Army knives. Kaufman's ~ a real
Army-Navy store. 265-7777,
8/31
GARAGE SALE; FURNITURE, desk, dishes,
beddlpg, towels, appliances, 5-speed women's blkr,
two cars ($500, $1000). 2904 Charleston. Two blocks
west of Pennslyvanla, one block south of Candelaria.
Sat, 8/27, 9-S.
8/26
CLASSIFIEIJS GET RESULTS. Place your .ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
TRAIL SIIORTS AND mllitary shorts - best
selection in town. Kaufman's- a real Army-Navy
store,504 YaleSE, 265·7777.
8/31

Travel
RIDER[Sl NEEDED TO New York, I will pay for all
gas! Datsun pickup with camper sleeps two. Leaving
Aug. 23 or Aug. 24. Naomi 842·1594. Details,
especially costs, negotiable,
8/24
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
in the Dally Lobo,
tfn

CAMPUS BICYCLE

41t

(!j!f)

Tune-up $ 10
Sale Prices on
Everything/

106 Vassar SE

Lost&Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

MisceUaneous

268-6547

AYPACK

LAMBDA Clll ALPHA presents "Open House
Night,'' Presentation begins 8 p.m. with party
following. All interested rushees please attend. 1815

Enroll in an

ACCREDITED BIBLE CLASS
at the

Christian Student Center
Call265·4312 for more
information
130 Girard NE

Dozens of colons; lots of stytes.
Nylon or canvas.
Pricee start at $8.99
tt.1. ~t1fMAN~~r.
P
WE.\T ,.,
ARMY·NAVY GOODS

504 YALE SE

265-7777

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

For Sale

Now•WORDOMAT·

month now, 5200()() or more yearly upon graduation?
Call AFROTC, 277-4502,
8/26
BABl'SITl'ER, ~y IIOMF;, UNM campus, MWF
12:30 toS:30 p.m. 268-2110 or277·3742,
8/23
WANTED: NEWS REPORTERS and arts writers for
New Mexico Daily Lobo, News reporters call Dennis.
Arts writers call Johanna. 217·5656.
8/:24
NEED COPY E.DITOR for master's thesis. Must
have experience in editing ~cademlc work. Scott 821·
6198, Also try277-5656 in evenings.
8/26
COCKTAil. WAITRESSES WANTF;D, Apply in
perso11 after 5 p.m. Must be 21. The j-lungry Bear,
1200 Wyoming Blvd NE,
8/24
FULLIPART·TIME work for students. Good pay.
266·5528 seven days. DATA.
8/24
SUMMER WORK, PIIONE sllles. $3.50 hour,
8/2)
bonus, 243·1780.
WE NEED STUDJ;:NTS, preferably work-study, at
the Mountainside YMCA. Need help with tennis,
after and before school program; sports programs;
janitorial. Call Ron 292·2298.
~ 8/25
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply In person, no phone .calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
9/16
WORK AND TRAVEL Cree. Cruises hips and airlines
need help, aU occupations. For information, call602·
998..()575 ext. 924.
8129

RUBBER STAMPS
Take care of all
your rubber stamp
needs at

kinko•s topiczs

SALE
. 10°/o.OFP

·ZS'I2 central s.E.
255·9675

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Only $10 per year
Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

ACROSS
1 Chamois
6 Thunder god
10 Resorts
14 Water body
15 Possess
16 Half·moon
figure
17 Terrify
18 Wallet items
19 Region
20 GeorgeRuth
22 Largest
24Keys: Fr.
26 Roadways
27 Attractive
31 Scatter
32Lend- - :
Heed
33 Toys
35 Mischief·
38 Yegg~s gaJ,
39 Misrepresent
40 Rail bird
41 Connective
42 Dixon's
partner
43 Mob actions
44 Privates
45 Drug of old
47 Stops
51 Trick

52 Extra work
hours
54 Kindest
58 Garnish
59 Eye part
61 "Real goodl"
62 Brim
63 Burden
64 "Hogwash!"
65Swami
66 Formerly
67 Cults

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Actress Dorothy2Sometime
3 Axillary
4 Ultimate
5 Thief
6 Even if: Var.
7 Droop
8Cricket
match units
9 Nest anew
10 Scheduled
11 Soup
12''- -of
robins .•• "
13 Enthrones
21 Snood
23 Greek god

25 Edges
27 Word from a
doll
28 Afresh
29 Money: Ger.
30 Punctuation
mark
34 Vessel
35 Exclamation
36 Vertical:
Prefix
37lowdown
39 Paris fort
40 Easy job

42 Cloudiness
430pposes.
44 House beam
46 Witty remark
47 Handouts
48 Avoid' dOing
49 Suiting
50 Vilify
53 Pass
catchers
55 Majestic
56 Fall mo.
57"- bien!"
60 Posit

